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Liver Care & Cure in Ayurveda Kindle Edition 2021-07-22 this book is compilation of 51 research
articles covering many aspects of liver diseases with view of modern advances and ayurveda there
are articles related to homeopathy unani medicine horoscope and liver health clinical and
experimental trials on drugs for cirrhosis hepatitis etc
Worlds of Rankings 2020-03-19 this volume contains an open access chapter this volume explores the
distinct allure of rankings in diverse empirical settings such as healthcare the it sector the arts
professional sports anti slavery advocacy the pharma industry and educational governance
Singapore, Spirituality, and the Space of the State 2015-12-16 this book examines spirituality in
singapore showing how important the city state is for understanding contemporary global
configurations of urban space religion and spirituality joanne punzo waghorne highlights how the
formal religious spaces temples churches and mosques have been confined to allotted sites on the
map of singapore whereas various spiritual organizations particularly of hindu origins and headed by
a guru still continue to operate as societies classified by the government with other clubs these
unconventional religiosities are not confined but ironically make their own places meeting in ostensive
secular venues high rise flats malls businesses and community centers thus existing in the overall
space of religion commerce and the state the book argues that state of singapore also operates
between the secular and the religious constructing an overarching spatial regime that both
accommodates and yet rivals the alternate spheres that spiritual movements construct under its
umbrella both spatial configurations challenge the presumed relationships between myth and reality
religion and commerce the ethereal and the concrete the sacred and the secular on the levels of self
community and polity singapore now deemed a model for urban development in asia also offers an
understanding of a new post secularity and perhaps reveals where the urbanized world is headed
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The Ecopolitics of Consumption 2018-11-02 today s highly industrialized and technologically
controlled global food systems dominate our lives shaping our access and attitudes towards food and
deeply influencing and defining our identities at the same time these food systems are profoundly
and destructively impacting the health of the environment and threatening all of us human and
nonhuman who must subsist in ecological conditions of increasing fragility and scarcity this collection
examines and exposes the myriad ways that the food systems driven by global commodity capitalism
and its imperative of growth at any cost increasingly controls us and conforms us to our roles as
consumers and producers this collection covers a range of topics from the excess of consumers in the
post industrial world and the often unacknowledged yet intrinsic connection of their consumption to
the growing ecological and health crises in developing nations to topics of surveillance and control of
human and nonhuman bodies through food to the deep linkages of cultural values and norms toward
food to the myriad crises we face on a global scale
India-America Relations (1942-62) 2016-01-01 examining india america relations between 1942
62 this book reconsiders the role of america in shaping the imagination of post colonial india it rejects
a conventional orthodoxy that assigns a limited role to america and challenges narratives which
neglect the natural asymmetries and focus on discord and differences to define india america
relations integrating the security political and economic elements of the indo american relationship it
presents a synthesis of india s encounter with the post war hegemon and looks at the military
economic and political involvement of america during the transfer of power from britain to india
bhardwaj delves into the role of american non government agencies and examines the anti
communist ideological linkages that the indian political class developed with america the influence of
this bonding and the role of american ideas experts funds international relations and strategy in
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shaping india s social economic and educational institutions analyzing india s non alignment policy
and its linkages to american policy on the non communist neutrals it argues that india s movement
towards the soviet union and away from china in the mid 1950s was in tune with the american
strategy to cause the sino soviet split the book presents a fresh perspective based on authentic
records and adds a new dimension to the understanding of modern indian history and indo american
relations it will appeal to scholars and students of indian and american history international relations
and strategy
Institutions, Interaction and Social Theory 2018 from hospitals and prisons to schools and
corporations no matter how large or seemingly abstract all institutions are ultimately the result of the
actions and interactions of people in this original and innovative text gibson and vom lehn show the
different ways in which studying people s own meaning making practices can help us understand the
role of institutions in contemporary society institutions interaction and social theory takes the reader
through the core conceptual foundations of symbolic interactionism ethnomethodology and
conversation analysis engaging with a rich tradition in sociological thought it suggests that
interactionist perspectives have remained largely absent in the study of institutions and how they
contrast with and contribute to the broader field of research in institutional contexts with chapters on
healthcare education markets and art and culture this text will be of interest to those studying
institutions organisations and work in sociology and in business schools it will also be valuable for
students of social theory interested in interactionism and in the challenges and opportunities of
connecting complex theoretical discussions to real world examples
The Man who Remade India 2022-10-28 when p v narasimha rao became the unlikely prime minister
of india in 1991 he inherited a nation adrift despite lacking the support of his people party or
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parliament india s deng xiaoping reinvented his country relying on rao s private papers and over a
hundred interviews this biography is a must read for anyone interested in the transformation of india
Devotional Spaces of a Global Saint 2012-11-30 devotional spaces of a global saint focuses on
the presence and contemporaneity of shirdi sai baba d 1918 who has a vast following in postcolonial
south asia and an ever growing global diaspora essays consider the saint s influence on everyday life
and how visual narrative textual sensorial performative political social and spatial practices
interpenetrate to produce multiple terrains of devotion contributions by twelve scholars of several
academic disciplines explore eruptions and circulations of sacred materials spatialities of devotional
practices visual and digital imaginaries transcultural narrativizations and material affects and effects
of sai baba the presentation transcends routine scholarly discussions about sainthood cultures of
worship religious objects hinduism and islam shirdi sai baba s presence conveys inspiration and
healing energies and he accepted the entreaties of people of all castes and creeds offering an
alternative to communal ideologies of his time and the present considerations of shirdi sai baba s
milieux of devotional praxis situate and localize debates about the meaning of nation and religion
past and present urbanization and class identity in transitions from colonial to postcolonial global
south asia the book expands the boundaries of the study of shirdi sai baba and makes important
contributions to south asia studies anthropology religious studies global studies urban studies indian
ocean studies inter asian studies visual and media studies and cultural geography
Teaching Olaudah Equiano’s Narrative 2014-09-02 the interesting narrative of the life of olaudah
equiano or gustavus vassa the african written by himself 1789 is one of the most frequently and
heatedly discussed texts in the canon of eighteenth century transatlantic literature written in english
equiano s narrative contains an engrossing account of the author s experiences in africa the americas
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and europe as he sought freedom from bondage and became a leading figure in the abolitionist
movement while scholars have approached this sophisticated work from diverse critical and historical
biographical perspectives there has been until now little written about the ways in which it can be
successfully taught in the twenty first century classroom in this collection of essays most of them
never before published sixteen teacher scholars focus explicitly on the various classroom contexts in
which the narrative can be assigned and various pedagogical strategies that can be used to help
students understand the text and its complex cultural intellectual literary and historical implications
the contributors explore topics ranging from the religious dimensions of equiano s rhetoric and
controversies about his origins specifically whether he was actually born in africa and endured the
middle passage to considerations of the narrative s place in american literature survey courses and
how it can be productively compared to other texts including captivity narratives and modern works
of fiction they not only suggest an array of innovative teaching models but also offer new readings of
the work that have been overlooked in equiano studies and slavery studies with these two dimensions
this volume will help ensure that conversations over equiano s eighteenth century autobiography
remain relevant and engaging to today s students eric d lamore is an assistant professor of english at
the university of puerto rico at mayagüez a contributor to the greenwood encyclopedia of american
poets and poetry he is also the coeditor with john c shields of new essays on phillis wheatley
Geek Sublime 2022-12-31 the nonfiction debut from the author of the international bestseller sacred
games about the surprising overlap between writing and computer coding vikram chandra has been a
computer programmer for almost as long as he has been a novelist in this extraordinary new book his
first work of nonfiction he searches for the connections between the worlds of art and technology
coders are obsessed with elegance and style just as writers are but do the words mean the same
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thing to both can we ascribe beauty to the craft of writing code exploring such varied topics as logic
gates and literary modernism the machismo of tech geeks the omnipresence of an indian mafia in
silicon valley and the writings of the eleventh century kashmiri thinker abhinavagupta geek sublime is
both an idiosyncratic history of coding and a fascinating meditation on the writer s art part literary
essay part technology story and part memoir it is an engrossing original and heady book of sweeping
ideas
Women's Sexuality and Modern India 2022-01-09 between the first and second decade of the
millennium women across the world reconsidered the sexual roles they had been playing under
patriarchy the 2012 protests in india triggered some of this global change ushering indians squarely
into the desired yet uncomfortable third wave feminism which demands the recognition of women as
sexual subjects beginning from the premise that each country is in a unique relationship to patriarchy
women s sexuality in india in a rapture of distress offers pictures of how individual indian women
locate their sexuality amidst the fantasies of indian patriarchy and of world culture that imagine their
sexuality for them built from a data set of upper middle class women the book opens up a number of
provocative questions how is dismantling the patriarchy in the imagination different from fighting
patriarchy in the outer world what aspects of sex under patriarchy do women want to give up and
what would they like to keep what conflicts unfold when daughters welcome as sexual liberation ideas
that their mothers believed had come from the west a west that has been until fairly recently a hated
colonial oppressor how did the control of upper middle class women s sexuality serve as an anchor for
collective anxieties about the inherent instability of gender and sexuality what is the nature of the
spectator effect when post sexual revolution countries listen to the sexuality narratives of countries
like india that have not had a sexual revolution
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Post Independence India 2022-09-30 post independence india india gained independence from great
britain in 1947 but the british provinces under the crown were partitioned into two dominions of india
and pakistan and all princely states acceded to either of the two dominions after independence a new
era began pt nehru took the reins of the newly independent nation nehru era made a new history
later came on the scene indira gandhi her eventful period was followed by janata party rule and thus
the story went on there are a lot of books on indian history already published and stacks in libraries
are packed with them but it is always felt that a seriously composed compact and not so lengthy book
on the subject could always create a niche for itself hence this endeavor contents introduction india
before independence dawn of freedom significant developments after independence prime ministers
indo pakistan conflicts and wars system of governance in india national symbols of india
Political Economy of Development and Business 2014-10-02 this book presents an alternative critical
perspective on the political economy of development and business the everyday issues experienced
by those on the margins are examined to highlight the eurocentric bias at the centre of development
theory public policy and business practices ruling class projects within these areas are critically
evaluated in order to present a vision of development that recognises pluralistic traditions and people
s everyday experiences eurocentric liberal myopia and its praxis are outlined in development theory
public policy and business practices particular focus is given to tribal planning needs based
development public private partnerships modes of capital accumulation conscious capitalism and
creative business education this book stands in defense of critical inquiry and pluriversal knowledge
against the monolithic knowledge traditions and use of ruling class projects in development public
policy and business ethics it aims to explore new forms of economic transformation that are inclusive
and worker led it will be relevant to students and researchers interested in the political economy
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development economics and international business
Caricaturing Culture in India 2013-05-07 a highly original study of newspaper cartoons throughout
india s history and culture and their significance for the world today
Creativity and Strategic Innovation Management many organizations in both the private and
public sector are confronted with stiff challenges as they face rapid changes in the business
environment understanding the causes of these changes is essential if organizations are to fashion
suitable management responses in a highly competitive and globalized scenario business creativity
provides the spark that fosters the development and implementation of innovation and organizational
change increased understanding of the concepts of business creativity and strategic innovation
management provides valuable insights into how organizations can change to meet new challenges
the book aims to explain the nature of the acceleration in discontinuous change that is affecting the
western business environment emphasise the importance of taking a strategic approach to
management responses to encourage creative and innovative skills indicate how a detailed strategic
plan can be developed to support organizations intent on profitable survival in the twenty first century
this textbook will be the perfect accompaniment to postgraduate courses on innovation management
and creativity management the wide ranging approach means that the book will also be useful
supplementary reading on a range of courses from management of technology to strategic
management
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